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Pre-used temporary building – injects space
into plastic moulders production facility
Supplying customers within the Chemicals,
Pharmaceutical and Cosmetics sectors to the
Agrochemical, Printing and Bottle Production
markets – the storage facility of the raw
plastic and polymers was at a critical stage.

A UK based plastic injection moulder who
supplies the highest quality plastic caps
and closures throughout Europe, needed
more storage space as its customers
increased and order book ﬁlled.
Storage space for injection moulding raw
materials
As the variety of plastic caps and closures
increased across a broad spectrum of
business sectors – the need for greater
volume and variety of stock became apparent.

Fast, eﬃcient and cost-eﬀective space
solution – oﬀ the shelf
When the situation was explained to the
team at Aganto, the obvious option was to
opt for a 15m x 5m pre-used temporary
building with an eaves height of 5.1m as this
could be dispatched almost immediately.
Used temporary industrial buildings at
competitive rates and available for
immediate delivery
The installation team was dispatched, and the
pre-used temporary building was up and
easing the storage space challenges of the
injection moulder within days. The major
beneﬁt of used temporary industrial buildings
is a quick sale, at a reduced price, direct from
the Aganto warehouse.

When a business has been around
since 1883, is continuing to grow
in the UK and overseas while
remaining family-owned, you
know it must be run well.
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Coca-Cola Enterprises increase storage
and loading area capacity
Coca-Cola Enterprises distribution hub in Northampton is
able to now store and load under a temporary industrial
canopy and loading bay. This innovation has greatly improved
the capacity and eﬃciency of the operation.

Temporary Industrial Building
provides additional storage capacity
for dirty linen
Originating as a steam laundry service,
the business expanded into commercial
laundry and now provides specialist
niche services in cleanroom laundry
services and cleanroom supplies.

The world’s largest independent Coca-Cola bottler
CCEP GB makes, distributes and sells more than four billion
bottles and cans every year. 97% of these products are made
in the UK. Their distribution centre in Northampton can
store over 24,000 pallets and is the storage location for
goods manufactured at their Milton Keynes factory, but also
holds products from across Britain.

Dedicated space provides segregation
and maintains hygiene protocol
Before being returned to the customers, or
being loaded with the freshly laundered
linen (or workwear), the returned cages
needed to be cleaned. -It was essential
there was an easy to access storage for the
cages once the returned linen was entered
into the cleaning process.
60m2 of ﬂoor space and 5m eave
height provides perfect space and ROI
With a temporary building which is 6m
wide and 10m long, the cages being
recycled are now stored in the perfect
undercover space to prolong their
usability and worklife.

FAST, COST EFFECTIVE, TEMPORARY INDUSTRIAL BUILDINGS FOR SALE OR HIRE

Turning previously dead space into useable storage and
loading area
When it comes to beverage distribution at this scale, every
part of the process must be constantly scrutinised to ensure
the best solutions and practices are adopted. So, when Coca
Cola contacted Aganto regarding possible improvements to
their loading area, installation of a temporary loading bay
20m wide x 40m long x 6.2m at the eaves, with a part-clad
canopy was recommended. The space was transformed into
useable and ﬂexible storage that provided weatherproof
access for the ﬂeet of fork lift trucks, keeping warehousing
activities eﬃcient and safe.

Inconvenience of managing stock oﬀ-site solved by
Aganto temporary buildings
As a trusted partner to some of the world’s most recognised and
successful brands across a range of industries including oil and gas,
automotive, battery and consumer packaging, Burnetts provide a
complete solution for rubber, thermoplastic and silicone component
requirements. One of the challenges they faced as a growing
business was storage space.

Temporary
Warehouses

Temporary Storage
Structures

Industrial
Canopies

Retractable
Tunnels

Loading Bay
Canopies

Temporary Garage
Buildings

Aﬀordable temporary
warehouse solutions for
additional warehousing
can be assembled and
operational within days.

Expanding your on-site
storage space has never
been so easy. You can
increase your storage
space in days.

You can be up and
running in days with
an Aganto semipermanent industrial
workshop

Retractable tunnels
provide a cost eﬀective
and ﬂexible solution for
adding walkways, car
ports, loading bays and
other industrial facilities.

Temporary loading bay
canopies help create
more covered space for
dispatch and goods-in.
Which means more
eﬃcient logistics solution.

Need to expand capacity
for your vehicle
operations? Aganto
temporary garage
buildings built on your
own lot are perfect.
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Aganto temporary buildings brought everything back in-house
and on-site
Two Aganto temporary buildings, one 15m wide x 20m long x 5.2m
eave height insulated and linked to their existing warehouse; and the
second, 10m wide x 20m long x 5.2m eave height also insulated were
installed. The Aganto temporary building brought everything back inhouse and on-site. The buildings were installed in days onto the
existing concrete surface and Burnetts are now able to react more
quickly to their customer demands and at a greatly reduced cost.
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Expansion of major acoustic materials
manufacturer drives purchase of
temporary warehouse and workshop space

The UK Midlands based manufacturing group provides acoustic and thermal
insulation solutions across a wide variety of sectors including automotive,
construction plant, marine and military. In fact you’ve probably got products with
their sound and vibration product in your washing machine or fridge at home.
New temporary warehouse and
workshop space
20m wide by 20m long and 4.2m at the
eaves, the new stores enabled the
manufacturer to take their material
handling process to the next level, with
dedicated material space for a wide
variety of specialist materials.

Greater eﬃciency and increased
production speeds
With the new dedicated storage facility,
materials can now be stored more
eﬀectively and as a result quickly identiﬁed.

This increase in stock awareness and
access means the risk of shortage is now
minimal and lead-time from stores to
production has been dramatically reduced.
An eco friendly solution to expanding
production capability
The purchase of a temporary building as
a solution for additional warehousing and
workshop space requirements ﬁts within
the manufacturers’ commitment to
reducing their ecological footprint.
Temporary building solutions are much
more environmentally friendly than
traditional construction.
Increased factory output
An additional beneﬁt of the new temporary
warehouse and workshop space is that it
has allowed the manufacturer to develop
the production footprint within their
factory. As a result the new production
footprint has increased output and
incorporated new production processes.

Environment Agency
rent temporary building
for water quality
improvement works

Sweet smell of success
as fragrance creators
expand with connecting
temporary structures

Leading manufacturer
of safety critical cold
forge components
chooses Aganto

Hydraulic engineering
company expands with
purchase of temporary
warehouse

The Environment Agency removed
an automatic trash screen at Lea
Marston lakes, Sutton Coldﬁeld on
the River Teme as water quality
improvements had rendered it
redundant.

When a leading global fragrance
manufacturer needed more space
for storage and loading, Aganto
responded to the challenge.

A UK-based component
manufacturer, who makes over 20
million bespoke critical fastenings
and special cold forgings every
single month, urgently needed
more storage.

Specialist in engineering solutions
for Hydraulic Systems and Fluid
Dispensing meant the business
had an increasing portfolio of Jigs.
This growing collection was a
result of increased business and
enabled the engineers to quickly
set-up and turn around complex
fabrications eﬃciently.

A temporary building provides a costeﬀective short-term solution
To complete the works at Lea Marston
Lakes and to prevent potential hold ups
from adverse weather, a covered area for
storage and workspace was required. A
12m wide x 15m long rented temporary
building was provided by Aganto.
Environment Agency decommission
works will save over £200,000 each year
Lea Marston Lakes were created in the
1980s to collect contaminated sediment
ﬂowing down the River Tame from
Birmingham and Minworth sewage
treatment works. The automatic trash
screen was originally built to collect logs
and other debris that could potentially
cause damage to the equipment used for
contaminated sediment removal.
Short-term temporary building rented
from Aganto helped deliver this project
Once the screen was removed, they were
able to have greater conﬁdence in the data
for risk analysis so appropriate future ﬂood
alerts and warnings could be issued.

Insulated temporary warehouse replaces permanent building for less cost
When a permanent building falls into disrepair, it’s often easier and cheaper to replace it with
a new temporary building. This was the case for a global manufacturing and service network
specialist who provide a wide range of pumping solutions, related equipment, and services.

Really? Replacing a
permanent building
with a temporary
insulated warehouse
saves money?

Parts held in stock needed to be stored in
pristine condition
As a global manufacturing and service network
the business prides itself on combining the
advantages of a global company with the
ﬂexibility of a local partner. It’s committed to
ensuring all the locations fulﬁl its high quality
and safety standards. However, with the old
stores building prone to condensation, it’s
brand standards were potentially at risk.
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Easier, faster and more cost-eﬀective
insulated temporary warehouse
With costs to repair and retro-ﬁt the building
there was the obvious need to re-house the
stores whilst the work was carried out. It was
decided the best option would be to purchase
a new insulated temporary warehouse. This
would allow the stock to be relocated and the
old building to be repurposed for something
less critical or pulled down altogether.

The client produces original fragrances
and ﬂavours used in a variety of consumer
products, ranging from luxury perfumes
to everyday brands. When it surpassed its
current storage facilities however, it
needed a future proof solution - and it
needed it fast.
The survey of the site revealed
multiple options to quickly solve
the lack of space
The Aganto site survey revealed multiple
options within the manufacturing facility’s
estate where a temporary building could
be located. The manufacturer’s outside
space, which was under-utilised, could
easily be used to locate a temporary
warehouse – or two, to be precise.
The two connecting warehouses
and loading bays provided ﬂex in
the logistics
The Aganto solution gave the fragrance
manufacturer a dramatic increase in their
‘on-site storage’ overnight. But what’s
more, this new temporary storage
solution could ﬂex with peaks in demand
as the undercover ‘loading bay’ areas
provided additional storage space.

Aganto delivered an additional 1200m
of on-site storage space in weeks
The option of ‘oﬀ-site storage’ was
considered, together with a host of other
possible solutions – however, the lower
cost, speed of deployment and ﬂexibility
oﬀered by Aganto was clearly the better
solution. With a new temporary warehouse
conﬁgured to the manufacturer’s precise
requirements, it was installed on existing
hard-standing space within just a few
weeks from order conﬁrmation.
Innovative thinking helps customers
increase space and minimise costs
The Aganto team helped the UK’s best
cold form engineers overcome the
logistical and storage challenges of their
growing business. A combination of
expertise and innovative thinking meant
that the temporary warehouse purchase
helped reduce the potential costs and
inconvenience of oﬀ-site storage, whilst
also improving performance. The new
temporary warehouse facility freed up vital
space within the existing buildings, which
has enabled it to be used more eﬀectively.

Increased production drove the need
for better storage
With an increasing order book, the
business was in desperate need of more
organised storage space for the Jigs
required. With organised locations, the
relevant jig could be quickly and easily
located making the production more
eﬃcient. The space needed to be on-site
and easily accessible but investment in a
permanent construction would be timeconsuming, expensive and disruptive.
The costs, speed of delivery and
ﬂexibility meant a temporary
warehouse was the answer
With a delivery in weeks from the initial
enquiry, the specialist engineering company
was able to relocate their jig portfolio. It
also released valuable space within the
manufacturing workshop so the processes
could be optimised for the new workﬂow.

Shopﬁtting contractors expand workspace with temporary building
A successful shopﬁtting contractor which manufactures interior panels and ﬂooring in-house
had outgrown their 6000ft manufacturing facility and needed to increase their capabilities.
Additional manufacturing workspace up and
running in weeks
The new temporary building was installed
within weeks of the order and with minimal
disruption to production. Aganto supplied a
fully insulated unit onto an existing tarmac
base, and the anchorage-utilised heavy duty
toggle anchors (HDTA’s) ensure the building
remains safety-certiﬁed and secure longterm under the loads determined by
structural calculations.

Reduced impact on the environment
As a supplier to many of the retail giants, the
client has a keen focus on their environmental
responsibilities. The new workshop has the
advantages of a permanent construction, in
addition to many others; rapid deployment,
easily expanded and relocated. –The reduced
environmental impact of a temporary building
also translates into a signiﬁcant reduction of
overall carbon footprint when compared to a
conventional permanent structure.
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Business growth has
driven the need to
increase the
manufacturing
capabilities
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Coca-Cola Enterprises increase storage
and loading area capacity
Coca-Cola Enterprises distribution hub in Northampton is
able to now store and load under a temporary industrial
canopy and loading bay. This innovation has greatly improved
the capacity and eﬃciency of the operation.

Temporary Industrial Building
provides additional storage capacity
for dirty linen
Originating as a steam laundry service,
the business expanded into commercial
laundry and now provides specialist
niche services in cleanroom laundry
services and cleanroom supplies.

The world’s largest independent Coca-Cola bottler
CCEP GB makes, distributes and sells more than four billion
bottles and cans every year. 97% of these products are made
in the UK. Their distribution centre in Northampton can
store over 24,000 pallets and is the storage location for
goods manufactured at their Milton Keynes factory, but also
holds products from across Britain.

Dedicated space provides segregation
and maintains hygiene protocol
Before being returned to the customers, or
being loaded with the freshly laundered
linen (or workwear), the returned cages
needed to be cleaned. -It was essential
there was an easy to access storage for the
cages once the returned linen was entered
into the cleaning process.
60m2 of ﬂoor space and 5m eave
height provides perfect space and ROI
With a temporary building which is 6m
wide and 10m long, the cages being
recycled are now stored in the perfect
undercover space to prolong their
usability and worklife.
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Turning previously dead space into useable storage and
loading area
When it comes to beverage distribution at this scale, every
part of the process must be constantly scrutinised to ensure
the best solutions and practices are adopted. So, when Coca
Cola contacted Aganto regarding possible improvements to
their loading area, installation of a temporary loading bay
20m wide x 40m long x 6.2m at the eaves, with a part-clad
canopy was recommended. The space was transformed into
useable and ﬂexible storage that provided weatherproof
access for the ﬂeet of fork lift trucks, keeping warehousing
activities eﬃcient and safe.

Inconvenience of managing stock oﬀ-site solved by
Aganto temporary buildings
As a trusted partner to some of the world’s most recognised and
successful brands across a range of industries including oil and gas,
automotive, battery and consumer packaging, Burnetts provide a
complete solution for rubber, thermoplastic and silicone component
requirements. One of the challenges they faced as a growing
business was storage space.
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Aganto temporary buildings brought everything back in-house
and on-site
Two Aganto temporary buildings, one 15m wide x 20m long x 5.2m
eave height insulated and linked to their existing warehouse; and the
second, 10m wide x 20m long x 5.2m eave height also insulated were
installed. The Aganto temporary building brought everything back inhouse and on-site. The buildings were installed in days onto the
existing concrete surface and Burnetts are now able to react more
quickly to their customer demands and at a greatly reduced cost.
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